PLAN B FLOWCHART (7-12-10)

Child’s Name ______________________________________  Date ________________________

**UNSOLVED PROBLEM #1**

Adult Taking the Lead on Plan B

Kid’s Concerns Identified (Empathy Step)

Date __________

Adult Concerns Identified (Define the Problem Step)

Date __________

Solution Agreed Upon (Invitation Step)

Date __________

Problem Solved?
Yes _______ Date _______
No _______ Comment:

**UNSOLVED PROBLEM #2**

Adult Taking the Lead on Plan B

Kid’s Concerns Identified (Empathy Step)

Date __________

Adult Concerns Identified (Define the Problem Step)

Date __________

Solution Agreed Upon (Invitation Step)

Date __________

Problem Solved?
Yes _______ Date _______
No _______ Comment:

**UNSOLVED PROBLEM #3**

Adult Taking the Lead on Plan B

Kid’s Concerns Identified (Empathy Step)

Date __________

Adult Concerns Identified (Define the Problem Step)

Date __________

Solution Agreed Upon (Invitation Step)

Date __________

Problem Solved?
Yes _______ Date _______
No _______ Comment: